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FOREWORD
This document comprises the final report for Contract No. NASI-14794,
covering the period February 14, 1977 to September 30, 1979. The princi-
pal accomplishments achieved under this contract include:
(1) the development of the BOAT code which analyzes turbu-
lent mixing processes in a variable pressure field,
employing a new overlaid procedure;
(2) the formulation of a viscous/inviscid interaction model
which determines the "effective" plume boundary in
accordance with the jet entrainment prediction of BOAT,
and;
(3) the development of the SCIPAC aircraft plume code, de-
rived from the generalized shock capturing model, SCIPPY.
This contract was monitored by Richard G. Wilmoth who shared in the
formulation of the interaction model, and has incorporated the BOAT and
SCIPAC codes into an existing NASA/LRC model for predicting afterbody drag.
The assistance of Ms. Shelley Abuchowski of A.R.A.P. in programming the
BOAT and SCIPPY codes is gratefully acknowledged.
Additional documentation describing the research performed under this
contract includes:
(a) Ref. 6
(b) Ref. 7
(c) Ref. 8
(d) Ref. 9
(e) Ref. 1
(f) Ref. 2
Refs. (a) - (d) provide a detailed description of the original BOAT
code and its performance in analyzing a variety of problems. Refs. (e) -
(f) describe the NASA/LRC patched model and its performance in predicting
the interactive effects of jet entrainment on afterbody drag. This final
report concentrates upon a description of the BOATAC and BOATAB codes
(which are updated and more specialized versions of the original BOAT code),
and, the SCIPAC code.
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i. SUMMARY
Computational models which analyze viscous/inviscid flow processes
in jet aircraft exhaust plumes are discussed. These models are component
parts of the NASA/LRC system for the prediction of nozzle afterbody drag. 1'2
Inviscid/shock processes are analyzed by the SCIPAC code which is a compact
aircraft version of the generalized SCIPPY model. 3-5 SCIPAC analyzes under-
expanded jet exhaust gas mixtures (of hydrocarbon exhaust products and air)
via a shock capturing methodology. A detailed and automated treatment of
the embedded subsonic zones behind Mach discs is provided for in this ana-
lysis. Mixing processes along the plume interface are analyzed by two up-
graded versions of the original BOAT code. 6'7 BOATAC is a frozen chemistry
version of BOAT containing the same aircraft thermodynamic package as
SCIPAC. BOATAB is an afterburning version with a self-contained aircraft
(hydrocarbon/air) finite-rate chemistry package. The coupling of viscous
and inviscid flow processes is achieved by an overlaid procedure 8'9 with
interactive effects accounted for by a displacement thickness type correc-
tion to the inviscid plume interface.
2. INTRODUCTION
In the NASA/LRC system for predicting boattail drag, l'2 the various
regions of the afterbody/exhaust flowfield (Fig. i) are separately analyzed.
The overall flowfield solution is arrived at by patching these regional so-
lutions together in the iterative manner discussed in Refs. 1 and 2. Plume
induced effects are included in this methodology via the prediction of the
detailed inviscid plume flow pattern, the "overlaid" analysis of turbulent
mixing processes along the plume interface and, the determination of the
"effective" plume geometry via a displacement thickness type correction to
the inviscid plume interface.
The inviscid flow pattern is calculated by SCIPAC which is an aircraft
version of the SCIPPY code. 3-5 The generalized version of SCIPPY is a com-
ponent part of the JANNAF Standardized Rocket Plume Flowfield Model * (SPF)
0,11 and contains several features not required in an aircraft exhaust
plume model (viz., the treatment of gas/particle interactions, s the fully
coupled treatment of viscous/inviscid interactions in supersonic mixing re-
gions, 4 the analysis of the supersonic flow external to the plume, II and a
multiple domain methodology in a choice of coordinate systems). In devel-
oping SCIPAC, the procedures in SCIPPY relevant to aircraft plumes were
selectively extracted and combined into a compact code which has the follow-
ing features:
*Under development for the JANNAF Exhaust Plume Technology
Subcommittee. Monitored by U.S. Army Missile R&D Command,
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, Contract No. DAAK40-78-C-0124.
(i) Integrates the inviscid conservation equations
for a uniform composition gas mixture in super-
sonic regions of the exhaust plume flowfield.
(2) Employs a shock-capturing methodology in mapped
cylindrical coordinates.
(3) Contains an aircraft thermodynamic package for
an exhaust gas mixture comprised of hydrocar-
bon combustion products and air.
(4) Provides for a detailed and fully automated ana-
lysis of the embedded subsonic region behind the
first Mach disc.
(5) Generates a flowfield map which is supplied to the
mixing model for use in the subsequent "overlaid"
analysis.
The "overlaid" analysis of turbulent mixing processes along the plume
interface is performed by two new, optimized versions of the BOAT code.
The original version of BOAT 6-9 provided for the analysis of generalized
thermochemical systems, a feature not required for aircraft exhausts. The
newly developed BOATAC code is a compact, frozen chemistry version of BOAT
for nonafterburning exhausts and contains the same aircraft thermodynamic
package as SCIPAC. BOATAB is an afterburning version of BOATAC with a self-
contained aircraft (hydrocarbon/air) chemical kinetic package.
The BOAT code is also an integral part of the JANNAF SPF. I°'11 Many
improvements to the original version have been made under this rocket plume
standardization effort, which have been incorporated into the BOATAC and
BOATAB codes. The "new" features contained in BOATAC and BOATAB are listed
below:
(a) The total enthalpy is used as the dependent variable
in the energy equation in place of the temperature.
(b) Cubic polynomials are used in the property resetting
procedure in place of linear interpolations.
(c) The thermodynamic data is self-contained and in the
form of polynomial fits in place of tabular data.
(d) The chemical kinetic data (in BOATAB) is self-contained.
(e)
The boundary layer initialization procedure is now
based upon the Reshotko-Tucker analysis 12 for con-
sistency with the model employed in the NASA/LRC
system. 1'2
(f) A separated flow initialization procedure has
been provided yielding profiles at the reattach-
ment point based on the Presz model.13
(g) The previously employed "entrainment" rules for
estimating boundary growth have been eliminated
and a new, efficient growth procedure has been
implemented.
(h) The codes have been entirely restructured for
computational efficiency.
In Section 3, the governing equations and computational procedures
employed in SCIPAC will be summarized. A detailed description of the numer-
ical procedures is available in Ref. 3. The discussion here will concentrate
upon new features and those unique to SCIPAC, such as the Mach disc analysis
and treatment of real gas effects. The equations and new computational pro-
cedures employed in the BOATAC and BOATAB codes will be summarized in Sec-
tion 4. A detailed description of the features contained in the original
formulation is available in Refs. 6 and 7. Descriptions of all three com-
puter codes are provided in Section 5, while input instructions for these
codes are provided in the appendices.
Nozzle afterbody drag predictions employing the original BOAT code
(and, in some instances, a preliminary version of SCIPAC) have been reported
in Refs. i, 2, 6, 8, and 9. Refs. 6, 8, and 9 detail the overlaid metho-
dology employed in coupling the BOAT and SCIPAC codes and present sensiti-
vities to modeling parameters such as the choice of turbulence model em-
ployed in the mixing analysis.
3. PREDICTION OF JET INVISCID STRUCTURE
3.1 Methodology
The supersonic inviscid plume flowfield resulting from an underex-
panded jet aircraft exhaust (Fig. 2) is solved in SCIPAC by a forward spa-
tial marching procedure. The calculation is initiated at the nozzle exit
plane with exhaust properties prescribed and the initial plume interface
angle determined by locally expanding the exhaust flow at the lip to the
external pressure.* The calculation is performed with a fixed number of
grid intervals equally spaced between the axis and the plume interface.
*For the subsonic/transonic external flows of interest here,
the external pressure is prescribed along the plume interface,
based upon the South/Jameson relaxation solution 14 over the
"effective" plume geometry in a previous iterative pass (see
Refs. 1 and 2).
As the calculation proceeds downstream,the plumeinterface angle monotoni-
cally decreasesand the resultant downrunningcompressionwavescoalesce
forming a barrel shock. The calculation proceeds in this manneruntil a
Machdisc is dropped. The correct Machdisc (triple-point) location is not
knownapriori and must be iteratively determined. Downstreamof the Mach
disc location, points are evenly distributed betweenthe Machdisc slip-
stream and the plume interface. The flow within the Machdisc streamtube
is treated one-dimensionally. Oblique shocks (barrel and reflected) are
numerically captured by integrating the conservation form of the inviscid
equations and using the two-step difference algorithm of MacCormack.Is At
the triple-point, shock fitting procedures are employed. The calculation
is terminated somewhatdownstreamof the Machdisc streamtube sonic throat
location in the second inviscid cell, since the plume geometrydownstream
of the first inviscid cell has a negligible influence on nozzle afterbody
pressure levels. I_
3.2 Governing Equations
Thegoverning inviscid equations for a uniform composition gas mix-
ture in mappedcylindrical coordinates are given by:
I +G= 0
DE 3__F
(i)
where
E(k) =
ell
I
e2 =
pU
P + pU 2
pUV
pUH
and
F(k) =
G(k) =
bpV - ae I
be 3 - ae 2
b(P+pV 2) - ae 3
bpVH - ae 4
ane I + pV/r
ane 2 + e3/r
aNe 3 + pV2/r
a e 4 + pVH/r
The U componentof velocity is in the axial (x) direction and the V component
of velocity is in the radial (r) direction.
The mappingemployedtransforms the computational domaininto a rec-
tangular region. With the upper and lower boundaries designated by Ru(X)
and RL(X), the transformation to a rectangular domainis given by
(2a)
r - RL(X)
q = Ru(X) - RL(X)
(2b)
The terms a and b in Equation (i) are given by
(l-q) (dR/dx) L+q (dR/dx) U
a(_,q) =
Ru-R L
(3a)
b(O --1./(%- (3b)
At the axis of symmetry, the limiting form of the equations yields
fell_-_ e 2
e 4
+ 2b
P
3V
pU
pH
= 0 (4)
where e 3 V 0
Other boundary points such as the plume interface and Mach disc slip-
stream are handled by a formal characteristic procedure in conjunction with
the appropriate boundary conditions. The characteristic compatibility rela-
tions are given by
+
sin p cos p dlnP ± dO + F-dx = 0 (5)
Y
along the characteristic directions
dr +
dx %- = tan (0±_) (6)
+
The forcing function term F- is given by
+ sin@ sin_
F- =
r cos(0±_) (7)
In the above relations, e is the flow deflection angle and _ is the Mach
angle.
3.3 Real Gas Thermodynamics
The exhaust composition is assumed to be uniform and comprised of the
six species N2, 02, C02, H20, CO and CH4.* The static enthalpy for each
species, i, is given by a polynomial of the form
h. (T)
i T 5
= T2 T3 +a 4 _T_ +a5._-- +a6i (8)aliT+a2i2--+a3i-3- i 1R
with the polynomial coefficient data extracted from Ref. 17 and built into
the code. R is the universal gas constant.
The coefficient data are given in the temperature ranges of 300 < T
< i000 K and I000 < T < 5000 K. Operating conditions have been extended
below 300 K by inputting the values of h.(0) (obtained from the tabular data
1
of Ref. 18) and constructing a third polynomial of the form
h. (T) h, (0)
l _ i + b 2 T + b3. T 2R R . (9)
1 1
where b2i and b3i are determined by requiring continuity of hi(T ) and its
*For most aircraft exhausts, the concentrations of CO and CH 4
(included to globally represent unburnt hydrocarbons) are
negligible.
derivative C (T) at T = 300 K.
Pi
For the inviscid flows under consideration, the composition is uni-
form and nonchanging(frozen). For optimal efficiency, a universal static
enthalpy fit is constructed by performing the following summation
6
aK = E a _. (I0)i= I Ki l
for each of the K coefficients, where _ is the mole fraction of the i th
species at the nozzle exit plane. Then_the static enthalpy of the exhaust
gas mixture is given by
h(T) = afT+a2 T2 + a3 T3 + a4 T_ + a5 T5 + a6
R i- _- 7- 7
(Ii)
and the specific heat capacity, Cp, by its derivative
Cp(T) = al + a2 T + a3T2 + a4T3 + a5T4
R
(12)
This summation is separately performed for the coefficients in both temper-
ature ranges as well as for hi(O) and the b^ and b_ coefficients of Equa-J
tion (9). The specific heat ratio, y, is t_en simply given by
C (T)/R
P (13)
(T) = (Cp(T)/R)-l
3.4 Integration Procedure and Decode
3.4.1 Interior Point Integration. For equally spaced grid intervals,
AN, the two-step MacCormack algorithm --T_ applied to Equation (i), for the
integration step, A_, and the interior grid point, I, yields:*
*E is alternated from 0 to i at each integration step to
yield a nonpreferential treatment of wave propagation.
E = 0 yields forward difference predictor/backward
difference corrector;
g = 1 yields backward difference predictor/forward
difference corrector
Predictor Step:
E I = E I - AD (I-E)FI+I-(I-2E)F I - EFI_ I (14a)
Corrector Step:
I = ½ E + E 1 - A__ eF.,_+(I-2e)F.+(g-I);
Aq _± i I-
-]
- G_zxg
(14b)
In the above equations, k designates properties at the station _, k + I at
$ + At while _ designates provisional values (values based on properties
determined in the predictor step). The marching step taken (At) must
satisfy the CFL condition at each grid point and is determined using actual
characteristic intersections (rather than a linearized procedure) as de-
tailed in Ref. 3o
3.4.2 Decode Procedure. Between each predictor and corrector step,
the physical variables U, V, P, p, and H must be obtained from the conser-
vation variables, e=, so that the vectors F and G can be constructed. V
and H are readily o_tained via the relations
and
V = e3/e I (15a)
H = e4/e I (15b)
while P, U, and p are iteratively solved via the relations,
P(U) = e 2 - elU (15c)
p(U) = el/U (15d)
H = h(T) + ½ (U 2 + V 2) (15e)
where
P(U)W (15f)T(U) O(U)R
More than one solution branch exists* for this set of equations and great
care must be taken in the iterative decodeprocess so that one remains on
the desired (weaksolution) branch° Difficulties can arise in strong wave
regions (i.e., traversing a captured shock) which are circumventedby good
initial guesses. The procedure employedmakesuse of the pressures at ad-
jacent grid points for the first two iterations. At the predictor level,
values at the previous integration step are employedwhile at the correc-
tion level, predictor values are used. Experience has indicated that if the
pressure difference at the adjacent grid points exceedstwenty percent, the
first iterative guess should be taken with the maximumof these pressures
and the secondwith a value decreasedfrom the maximumby twenty-five per-
cent of the pressure differenceo(.For the third and subsequentiterations,
the assumedvalue of pressure, P l_is given by
(i-l) _ p(i-2))p(i) = p(i-l) _ AH(i-I) (P
(AH (i-l) _ AH (i-2))
(16)
where i designates the iteration counter and AH the difference between the
correct value of H (given by eqo 15b) and the value H(i) corresponding to
the assumed pressure p(i) (determined via eqs_ 15c-f)o A maximum of 5 iter-
ations is required in strong wave regions of the flow.
For a perfect gas, the static enthalpy is given by the relation
h = __Y__ _ (17)
y-i p
which when inserted into Equation (15e) along with the expressions for P
and p given in Equations 15c and d yields the following quadratic expres-
sion for U:
*Two of the branches are physical and correspond to weak and
strong shock solutions (viz. in a wave oriented coordinate system,
the solutions would represent a Mach wave and a normal shock).
Nonphysical branches represent "expansion" shock and reversed flow
solutions.
U
-B + (B 2 - 4AC) ½
2A (18)
where
B = -e2/e I
C = y-i (2H_V2)
2y
The plus sign is used for the desired weak solution, while the minus sign
is used in conjunction with shock jump procedures.
3.4.3 Bounda__r__Point Procedure° At boundary points, the character-
istic compatibility relations are also solved by a two-step predictor/cor-
rector procedure whose details are available in Ref. 3. Boundary conditions
are stipulated by relations of the form
f(Pc,0c) = 0 (19)
while the difference form of the compatibility relations along l± (See Fig.
3) is given by
(sin p cos p) _+
A,B(InPc-InPA,B)i(OC-0A,B)+FABAX. = 0Y (20)
Equations (19) and (20) yield the values Of PC and 0C at the upper or lower
boundary point, while the following relations yield the remaining flowfield
properties.
PC = P D (Pc/PD)I/¥ CD (21)*
*The actual P/p relation employed in the code does not stipulate
constancy of entropy along boundary streamlines since the entropy
associated with captured shocks reflecting off boundary surfaces
would then be ignored. The procedure introduced in Ref. 19 is em-
ployed wherein the entropy level at the boundary is set equal to
that at the adjacent grid point (i.e., the D point is replaced by
the I = 2 or IMAX-I point in Equation 21).
m
I0
HC = HD (22)
where
QC= HC- hc (Tc)
PCW
TC = pCR
(23)
(24)
3.5 MachDisc Methodology
3.5.1 Approach° The approach employed for locating the Mach disc
and analyzing the subsonic flow in the Mach disc streamtube closely paral-
lels that introduced by Abbett. 2° A Mach disc position is assumed and the
flow downstream of this location is analyzed treating the flow in the Mach
disc streamtube one-dimensionally. The "correct" location is that which
allows the subsonic flow in the I-D streamtube to accelerate smoothly
through a sonic throat° Positions chosen upstream of this location result
in a subsonic to subsonic transition at the throat while those chosen down-
stream result in choking (i.e., sonic velocity is achieved before a throat
is reached)° The ability of this procedure to yield realistic Mach disc
locations has been amply demonstrated in previous publications 2°-22 and is
not addressed herein. The significant accomplishments reported here are
the inclusion of a formal Mach disc methodology in the framework of a shock
capturing model and the complete automation of this methodology.
305.2 Tr__r_le Point Procedure. To perform a Mach disc calculation in
a shock capturing model_ the triple-point* procedure must incorporate logic
which identifies the grid points upstream and downstream of the barrel shock
(points 1 and 2 of Fig° 4) o This is readily accomplished by monitoring the
normal velocity profile, V(r), which monotonically increases from the axis
to the barrel shock and abruptly decreases across the barrel shock. Figure
5 depicts typical calculated radial profiles of the normal velocity and
pressure indicating that the barrel shock position and properties upstream
and downstream (points 1 and 2) are readily identified. With the properties
at points 1 and 2 identified, the pressure, P4' behind the Mach disc is ob-
tained via a normal shock jump from state io Then, an iterative procedure
is initiated wherein the reflected shock angle is varied until the pressure
jump from state 2 to 3 yields P3 = P4 °
3.5.3 Shock Jump Procedure. The shock jumps required in the triple-
point calculation are performed assuming the composition to be frozen across
the shock wave. For the Mach disc calculation, the E vector array at the
triple-point is in a shock-oriented coordinate system, since the U velocity
*The triple-point occurs at the juncture of the barrel shock,
Mach disc and reflected shock as illustrated in Fig° 4.
Ii
componentis normal to the Machdisc. Properties downstreamof the Mach
disc are determined by the standard real gas decodeprocedure of Section
3.4.2. To obtain the desired shock jump (rather than the weak) solution,
initial pressure guessesare required in the vicinity of the correct shock
solution. Theseare given by the perfect gas jump relation
P4/PI =
2yM2 - (y-l)
n I (25)
y+l
= U1 (YPI Pl )½
where Mnl / /
The first pressure guess is determined using Y=YI and the second using
¥=y.. Subsequent guesses employ the standard linear error extrapolation
procedure given by Equation (16).
For the reflected shock calculation, P_ is set equal to P4 and the re-
flected shock angle, o, is iteratively varied to yield HT3 = HT2 where
Un3 (P2-P3+P2Q_ sin2o)/(p2Q 2 sin _)
(26a)
Ut 3 = Q2 cos o (26b)
P3 = P2Q2 sin O/Un3
(26c)
and
HT3 = h 3 (T 3) + .5 (Un23 + U 2t3) (26d)
where T_ is determined from the equation of state (Equation 24) using the
values of P3 and P3"
3.5.4 Automated Mach Disc Location Procedure. The automation of the
Mach disc methodology involves: (a) selecting a first trial location, Xmd
(i), that is upstream of the "correct" location, (b) storing the flow-
field data at that station on disc A, (c) advancing the solution downstream
until a subsonic/subsonic transition (or rapid streamtube divergence) is
detected, (d) restarting the calculation at Xmd(1) by reading the data from
12
disc A, (e) dropping the next Machdisc at Xmd(2)= Xmd(1)+ AXand saving
the data at Xmd(2)on disc B, (f) advancing the solution until either a
subsonic/subsonic transition is detected or the flow in the Mach disc stream-
tube has accelerated to a Mach number of .7. If subsonic/subsonic transi-
tion is encountered, the calculation is restarted at Xmd(2) by reading data
from disc B. The next Mach disc is dropped at Xmd(3) = Xmd(2) + &X with the
data Xmd(3) stored on disc A. This process continues until a solution
reaching M = .7 is encountered.
On reaching M = .7, the following decision process is employed:
(a) If the Mach disc slipstream has inflected prior to
reaching M = .7 (see Fig. 2), the present solution
is "forced" through a sonic throat by replacing the
Mach disc slipstream downstream of this position with
the parabola
r = r + tan e (X-X) + tan2 e (X_X)2
4(r-r*)
(27)
where _ designates the M = .7 point and r* is the sonic
throat radius. This parabola is continuous with the
Mach disc slipstream (in radial height and slope) at
the _ point and passes through a sonic throat at the lo-
cation
X* = X + 2 (r*-r) (28)
tan e
(b) If the Mach disc slipstream has not inflected prior to
reaching M = .7, the present solution branch is a choked
one and cannot be "forced" through a sonic throat. The
correct solution lies in between the present one and
the previous subsonic/subsonic solution, separated by
the single integration step, AX. Rather than divide
this interval into a subset of smaller intervals (which
would deteriorate the quality of the captured barrel
shock) the following procedure is followed:
(i) The Mach disc location and size is fixed at the
values obtained in the previous subsonic/subsonic
solution.
(2) The triple-point solution at this station is per-
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turbed by decreasing the flow angle, 81, (seeFig. 4) in small increments.
(3) For each increment, a trial solution is per-
formed.
(4) Each trial solution is terminated whena sub-
sonic/subsonic transition is detected.
(5) In this sequential angle decreasing procedure,
a solution will be obtained which accelerates
to M = .7 (and which also inflects prior to
reaching this point). This solution is
"forced" through the throat using Equation (27).
It has been found that this approach is straightforward to implement in an
automated fashion and yields a reasonable streamtube variation in the "para-
bolic" region (i.e., downstream of M = .7). In contrast, the approach sug-
gested by Salas 22 (which involves the use of a linearized P-e relation in
the throat region) may fail if initiated on a choking branch and can yield
significant errors in throat radius when initiated on a branch which has
undergone inflection.
3.5.5 Regular Reflection and Sting Default Options. The first Mach
disc is dropped when the triple-point solution yields a slipstream angle
less than 15 °*. For slightly underexpanded plumes with small nozzle lip
angles, this criterion may never be met since the nonlinear strengthening
of the barrel shock in approaching the axis may occur over a transverse
length scale comparable to a grid interval. A regular reflection default
option handles this situation. A cylindrical sting (whose radius equals one
grid interval) is inserted into the flow when the barrel shock reaches the
second grid point and the 15 ° criterion has not yet been met This same
default is employed in performing the sequence of events entailed in the
automated Abbett procedure whenever the barrel shock reaches the second grid
point (the slipstream angle there would be less than 15 ° but greater than
0 °, as per the discussion in the paragraph below). The angle of the re-
flected shock for this default situation is determined such as to yield
03=0 (See Fig. 4).
An alternative "sting" default option is implemented when the triple-
point solution first yields a negative slipstream angle, yet previous (posi-
tive angle) trial solutions have all resulted in subsonic/subsonic transi-
tions at the throat location. For this situation, a cylindrical sting is
*It has been observed that this criterion generally places the
first trial position upstream of the "correct" location. More
precise criterion can be implemented on the basis of further
numerical experimentation.
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inserted into the flow whose radius is that of the triple-point. Here, the
pressure, P3' behind the _eflected shock equals that behind the Mach disc,
P4" This default precludes attempts to employ the Abbett procedure for neg-
ative initial slipstream angles.*
The sting option can also be implemented as a user specified option
when it is known, apriori, that Mach disc sizes will be relatively small.
Then, no trial solutions will be performed and the Mach disc will be dropped
at the station satisfying the sting criterion (P3 = P_' 63 N 0). If the
barrel shock reaches the second grid point and tNe stlng criterion has not
yet been met, the regular reflection default option will be implemented.
3.5.6 Intesration Procedure. In proceeding downstream of the Mach
disc location, the supersonic flow grid points are redistributed between
the Mach disc slipstream and the plume interface. In either of the default
options, the lower boundary is a solid cylindrical sting. In the Abbett
Mach disc procedure, the following relations govern the I-D flow in the Mach
disc streamtube:
dlnp = _ dln P (29a)
Y
dH = 0 (29b)
d(pQr 2) = 0 (29c)
In the integration step, AX, an iterative procedure is employed to simul-
taneously satisfy the above relations and the characteristic compatibility
relation for a lower boundary point (Fig. 3). For an assumed value of pres-
sure, P , solution of the above equations in conjunction with the equation
of state and real gas enthalpy fit yields all properties in the Mach disc
streamtube. Two values of slipstream angle, 0C, result from PC:
0C(1) = tan-I [ Ax/2rc-rD - tan 0D]
(30a)
from the Mach disc streamtube solution, and,
*Negative slipstream angles are generally associated with smaller
size Mach discs for which the inviscid Abbett procedure tends to
be inadequate. For small discs, the effects of turbulent mixing
in accelerating the flow in the Mach disc streamtube can be appre-
ciable, as discussed in Ref. 23.
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@C(2)= eB+ (sin Nycos _)BC(inPc_inPB)+ F_CAX (30b)
from the characteristic solution. The iteration process converges on a
pressure, PC' such that OC(1) = eC(2).
The integration process is continued until one of the following situa-
tions occurs:
(i) Rapid divergence of the Mach disc streamtube occurs as
detected by either 0MD > 35 ° or MMD < .08. This is asso-
ciated with dropping a trial Mach disc well upstream of
tile actual location.
(2) A subsonic to subsonic transition occurs as detected by
the occurrence of a minimum area in the Mach disc stream-
tube with a subsonic Mach number.
(3) The flow in the Mach disc streamtube accelerates to
MMD _ .7.
If (i) or (2) occurs, the present solution is terminated and the calculation
is restarted with the assumed Mach disc location shifted downstream by one
integration step. If (3) occurs, the decision process discussed in Section
3.5.4 is employed°
3.5.7 Low Mach Number Default Option. For near sonic exhausts at
very low pressure ratios, the Mach disc size will generally be quite small,
and, the Mach number behind the reflected shock will be close to unity. In
such situations, the flow downstream of the Mach disc location is solved in
a simplified fashion. The approach taken involves:
(I) estimating the length of the first inviscid cell (sim-
ple geometric considerations employing the average Mach
angle of the uprunning characteristic from the triple-
point and the lateral extent of the plume expanded to
ambient pressure yield this length)
(2) imposing an exponential variation for the pressure along
each grid line from its value at the Mach disc station to
the ambient pressure
(3) calculating flow properties along each grid line isen-
tropically based on the imposed pressure variation
(4) determining the radial position of each grid point by
preserving the mass flux between grid points (i.e., _(I))
for each grid point I is maintained at its value at the
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Machdisc station).
The details of this "decay" procedure are available in Ref. (3). Its va-
lidity in yielding reasonable plumeboundary shapeshas been established
by comparisonswith complete numerical solutions (see Ref. (i)).
3.6 SampleCalculations
The first test case ch_o_enwas that of an underexpandedhot air jet
(Mj = 1.09, T,3= ii00 K) exhausting into still air (Pj/P = 4). The calcu-
lation was performed using 41 radial grid points, the real gas thermodynamic
option and the automatedMachdisc procedure. A flowfield schematic is
given in Fig. 6 indicating the principal waveand contact surface locations.
The predicted variations of pressure and Machnumberalong the plumecenter-
line are also presented in Fig. 6. The calculation was terminated at the
sonic throat of the Machdisc streamtube.
Profiles of the flowfield variables P, V, T, and M at the axial sta-
tions X/rj = 1.16, 2.17, 2.67, and 3.35 are depicted in Figs. 7A-E, re-
spectively. At X/rj = 1.16, a portion of the lip expansion fan has reached
and reflected from the centerline, and, the barrel shock has started to form
(spread over the interval i.i < r/r. < 1.25)o At X/r. = 2.17, the captured3 3
barrel shock (r/rj _ i.i) is quite sharply defined and has a strength (P2/
PI ) of about 3. The normal velocity profile has now become linear in the
core region. At X = 2°67, the strength of the barrel shock has increased
and the flow angle downstream of the barrel shock has become zero (i.e.,
parallel to the axis).
Downstream of this location, flow angles behind the barrel shock will
be negative, signaling a call to the triple-point subroutine. The first
trial Mach disc is dropped when the triple-point solution yields a Mach disc
slipstream angle less than 15 ° . This occurred at X = 2.88. The trial Mach
disc location of X/rj = 3.35 produced an acceleration to a Mach number of
.7. Profiles at this location, upstream and downstream of the Mach disc,
are given in Fig. 7D and E. The pressure ratios across the Mach disc and
barrel shock are, respectively, 13 and 5 with the triple-point pressure
balance achieved by a reflected shock with a pressure ratio of 2.6. The ini-
tial Mach disc slipstream angle at this station was about i0 °.
The logistics involved in the automated Mach disc procedure can be
gleaned from the variations in slipstream angle, Mach number and streamtube
size portrayed in Fig. 8 for various trial Mach disc locations. The first
trial location (XMD = 2.88) is well upstream of the correct location as de-
tected by the rapid divergence of the Mach disc streamtube. This type of so-
lution is terminated when either the slipstream angle exceeds 35 ° or the Mach
number in the streamtube falls below .08, as discussed in the previous sub-
section. The two trial locations of XMD = 3°23 and 3.29 represent positions
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one and two integration steps upstream of the trial location yielding accel-
eration to M = .7. The solutions corresponding to these locations both un-
dergo subsonic to subsonic transitions. The trial solution of Xmd= 3.35
accelerates to a Machnumberof 0.7, but represents a chokedbranch since the
slipstream did not inflect prior to reaching this location.
Referring to Fig. 9, if one imposeda linear M/0 relation (analogous
to the P/e procedure of Ref. 22) downstreamof the M = .7 point on the
chokedbranch, the throat size would be underestimated by about 20%. Alter-
natively, if one imposedthis linear relation starting from the inflection
point on the previous subsonic/subsonic branch, the throat size would be
overestimated by more than 10%. Neither of these procedures appears parti-
cularly appealing. In view of the large negative angle at the M= .7 point
on the chokedsolution branch, the parabolic fit procedure linked to this
point would also yield a nonrealistic solution curve. This case represents
one in which the correct solution lies betweenthe subsonic/subsonic and
chokedbranches and for which neither of these branchescan be "forced"
through a throat without producing substantial errors in the solution. For
this case, the last subsonic/subsonic solution is employedwith the triple-
point solution perturbed as discussed in Section 3.5.4. The perturbed inte-
gral curve (obtained by decreasing eMDat XMD= 3.29) is seen to nearly bi-
sect the chokedand subsonic/subsonic integral curves. Downstreamof the
M = .7 point, the quadratic relation given by Equation (27) is shownto
smoothly accelerate the solution through a sonic throat.
The second test case presented exhibits multiple inviscid cell capa-
bilities for a situation with negligibly small Machdisc sizes. The case is
that of a slightly overexpanded(Pj/P = .874) M = 2.4 jet exhausting from a
conical nozzle (i0 ° lip angle) into still air. The calculation wasper-
formedwith 81 radial grid points (to resolve the shock strengthening in the
vicinity of the axis) and employeda perfect gas option (¥ = 1.33). The
axial pressure distribution for the first seven inviscid cells (and flow-
field schematic for the first three cells) is depicted in Figure i0. The
flow pattern exhibits strong nonlinearities in the first three inviscid cells
and achieves a linearized, repetitive pattern downstreamof the third cell.
4. OVERLAIDANALYSISOFTURBULENTMIXINGAND
AFTERBURNINGPROCESSES
4.1 Methodology
Turbulent mixing processes in the shear layer growing along the plume
interface (Fig. i) are analyzed by BOATAC,for nonafterburning plumes, and by
BOATAB,for afterburning plumes. Themixing calculation is initiated at the
nozzle exit plane (or at the reattachment point if separation occurs) and
"overlaid" on a flowfield mapcomprisedof inviscid solutions of the super-
sonic plume exhaust and external subsonic/transonic flow (Fig. 11). In the
overlaid procedure, the parabolic mixing layer equations are solved subject
to variable edge conditions and pressure gradients, determined in accordance
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with the growth of the mixing layer and the prescribed inviscid flowfield
maps. The details of the overlaid procedure are available in Refs. 6, 8,
9; however, the procedure for determining the rate of computational boundary
growth is newand is described below.
Theparabolic equations employedin the mixing analysis have been re-
vised from the original formulation so that total enthalpy replaces tempera-
ture as the dependentvariable in the energy equation. In addition, cubic
polynomials are used in the property resetting procedure improving upon the
accuracy of the original code. Both newversions of BOAThave self-contained
thermodynamicpackages. BOATABhas, in addition, a self-contained chemical-
kinetic package for aircraft exhausts, and retains the sameefficient impli-
cit procedure for treating the chemical source term in the integration of the
species continuity equation (see Ref. 6).
The overall computational procedure remains unchangedfrom that de-
tailed in Ref. 6 with an equal numberof grid intervals spanning the shear
layer a_f the integration performed along the "actual" streamlines. Both
newBOATcodes retain the extendedmixing-length and kg2, two-equation tur-
bulence models employedin the original formulation.
4.2 Governing Equations
Mixing processes in the shear layer growing along the plumeinterface
are adequately described by the standard parabolic jet mixing equations pro-
vided the plume interface angles are relatively small. (For plumeswith a
significant degree of underexpansion, a plume-oriented boundary layer coor-
dinate system (see Ref. 23) would be required.) The jet mixing equations,
cast in transformed (x, 4) coordinates are listed below.*
I
_f _ i _ A _f ]
_x _ _ ( o _-_ ) + g I (31)
where
likl /plr- I_
i=IPr 
*The chemical source term, wi, appearing in the g vector array is,
of course, zero in BOATAC which treats nonafterburning exhaust plumes.
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gi _ A(l-i/Pr)u
_/pu
(P-c)/u(CIP-C2E) g/uk /
In these equations, u is the axial velocity; H, the total enthalpy; F i the
mole fraction of the i th species divided by the mixture molecular weight, k,
the turbulent kinetic energy; and E, the rate of turbulent dissipation. The
term, A, is given by
pur 2
A = _t _ " (32a)
and the turbulence production term, P, by
Au _u 2
P = _-- (_--r)a_ (32b)
In writing equation (31), it has been tacitly assumed that the turbulent
Lewis number is unity.
The transformation from cylindrical (x,r) to streamfunction (x,_) co-
ordinates is given by
_r = pur (33a)
_x = -pvr (33b)
The turbulent viscosity, Pt' in the kg formulation is given by
0k2 (34)
Pt = C g
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where C and the constants CI and C2 employedin the E equation are described
in Ref. 6. In application of the extendedmixing length turbulence model,
the k and g equations are not required and Dt is given by
_t = p_2 t._.rl (35)
The various expressions employed for the mixing length, _, are given in Ref.
6. A detailed assessment of these (and several other) turbulence models
using BOAT to predict a spectrum of free shear layer problems, with and with-
out chemical reactions, has been presented in Ref. 24.
The system of Equations (31) is supplemented by the equation of state
p = ORT
W
(36)
where
NS
W=lo/E
i=l
F°
1
and the temperature is determined via inversion of the static enthalpy rela-
tion
NS
h(T) = E hi(T)FiW = H - ½ u 2 (37)
i=l
with h.(T) given by the polynomial fits of Equations (8) and (9). In BOATAC,
thermodynamic data is contained for the six species, N2, 02 , CO 2, H20, CO and
CH 4. In BOATAB, this species list is extended to include data for CH_, OH,
H2, H, and O. NS in the above summations, denotes the number of species.
4°3 Computational Scheme
At the axial station, x, a fixed number of grid intervals span the com-
putational domain bounded by _l(X) and _2(x) (Fig. 12). In integrating the
system of equations (Eqo 31) from x to x+Ax, the following sequence of opera-
tions is involved:
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(i)
The computational boundary growth rate, _x' is
determined explicitly yielding 91 and 92 at
x + Ax.
(2) The properties are reset at x via a cubic inter-
polation procedure with grid points redistributed
over the extended interval _l(X+gX) to 92(x+Ax ).
(3) Boundary conditions at x + kx are determined from
inviscid flowfield maps at the locations corres-
ponding to 91 and 42 (see Ref. 6 for details).
(4)
(5)
The equations are integrated from x to x + Ax
along the streamlines, 9 = const., using an ex-
plicit procedure for the momentum, energy and
turbulence equations and a mixed implicit/expli-
cit procedure for the species continuity equation
in situations with finite rate chemistry. The
local pressure gradient, _p/_x (x,_), is determined
from the inviscid maps and the turbulent viscosity
is calculated using Equations (34) or (35)°
The temperature is determined by an iterative in-
version of the static enthalpy fit; auxiliary
variables, W and p are then determined, with the
pressure distribution p (x,_) extracted from the
inviscid maps.
(6)
The radial location of the grid points, r(x,9),
is determined by inversion of Equation (33a) while
the normal velocity component, v (x,9), is deter-
mined from Equation (33b)o
(7) The "effective" plume boundary shape is calculated
employing a displacement thickness correction ob-
tained by an axial integration of the asymptotic
normal velocity, Ve(X) = v(x,@2) o
The sequence of calculations (i) - (7) is started by specification of
initial profiles across the mixing layer at the nozzle exit plane. Details
of the above operations will be given below°
4.4 Computational Boundary Growth
In the original formulation of BOAT, 6 the growth rates of the computa-
tional boundaries, 91(x ) and 92(x), were given by "rules" akin to those orig-
inally suggested by Patankar and Spalding. 2s Different rules were employed
for different turbulence models which had to be supplemented by additional
tests on edge gradients to prevent the build up of either edge gradients or
large tails. The requirement for incorporating additional edge tests sug-
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gested that the use of these supposedlygeneral growth rules was, in fact,
superfluous.
The newapproach taken requires no growth rules. It works by continu-
ously monitoring the edge gradients and altering the local growth rates to
keep edgegradients within prescribed bounds. The process is initiated by
stipulating values for _xI and _x2; any reasonable estimates will suffice.
For an initial shear layer, the expressions
(Pu)I,2 r l-Ul/U 2
_x I = 24 O l+Ul/U 2 (38)
,2 o
are employed where Ul/U 2 is the velocity ratio and Oo is the incompressible
shear layer spread rate parameter with one stream stationary (_ _ 10). The
initial integration step is taken with these values of _ . OAt each sub-
Xl,2
sequent integration step, the nondimensional edge gradients (the * v_lues
are one grid point in from the edges)
_ u* - Ul, 2 I (39a)
Ul, 2 = Ul u 2
and
H* - HI, 2 1 (39b)
HI,2 = I HI H2
are constructed and the following logical tests are performed.
(a) The values of _Xl,2 are not altered if:
(i) both Ul, 2 and HI, 2
(2)
are between .01 and .02.
either Ul, 2 or HI, 2 is less than .01 and the
other variable is between .01 and °02.
(b)
The values of _Xl, 2 are doubled if either Ul, 2
HI, 2 are greater than .02°
or
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(c) Thevalues of _Xl,2 are halved if both Ul, 2 and
HI, 2 are less than .01.
The factors used to increase/decrease _xI (presently 2 and ½) and
,2
the tolerance limits of .01 to .02 appear to work adequately. Optimal values
of these constants/limits have not yet been established.
4.5 Redistribution of Grid Points
Prior to performing the integration from x to x + Ax, the grid points
at x are redistributed to span the extendedcomputational domain
_l(x + Ax) < _ < _2 (x + Ax)
where
_1,2 (X + Ax) = _l,2(x) + _Xl,2 Ax
(40)
The number of equally spaced grid intervals employed (MPSI-I) remains con-
stant throughout the course of the calculation. With the grid spacing,
A_(x), defined by
_2(x) - @l(X)
g_(x) = MPSI-I (41)
the grid points, k, at station x, having streamfunction values
@k = _i (x) + (k-l) A_(x) (42)
are repositioned at the streamfunction values
_I = _i (x+Ax) + (I-l)A_(x+Ax) (43)
qJ
The values of the dependent variables, f, of Equation (31) (at x) are
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determined at the locations, _I' by the cubic interpolation*
where
ou
fl = a + br + cr 2 + dr 3
(44)
a = fk-i
and
b = .5(f k - fk_2 )
c = -.5fk+ I + 2f k - 2.5fk_ I + fk-2
d = .5fk+ I - 1.5f k + 1.5fk_ I - "5fk_ 2
r = (_I - _k-i )IA_(x)
with
ou
_k-i < 91 -< _k
4.6 Temperature Inversion
With the satisfactory completion of an integration step, the tempera-
ture is determined from the mixture static enthalpy and species concentra-
tion. The required temperature inversion is performed once per grid point
at each integration step, and, is done after the interpolative procedure of
Section 4.5. A self convergent procedure is employed initiated by the pre-
vious temperature at the grid point of interest; viz., T (i) = T (i-l) -
(h(i-l)-h*)/Cp (i-l) where i designates the iteration counter, h* is the
*The interpolating cubic duplicates the function and its
first derivative (evaluated by a central difference for-
mula) at the points k and k-lo
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stipulated value of static enthalpy, h(i-l) = h(T(i-l), Fj), and C (i-l)
(T(i-l) Fj) P= C , , as given by the polynomial curve fits. ConvergenceP
is generally obtained in three iterations even in regions of rapid change.
4.7 Integration Procedure
The system of equations (Eqs. 31) in non-afterburning exhausts is in-
tegrated from x to x + Ax by a one step, explicit procedure, along the
streamlines, _I" The finite-difference formulation is given by
fI(X+Ax) = fI(x) + o_IAX3_3(A(x) _I_f ) + g(x)Axl (45)
where
A(x)I+l+A(x) I. _f
(f(x)i+ 1 - f(x)i )
A(x)i_l+A(x) I
2(A_) 2
(f(x)i - f(x)i_l)
and first derivative expressions appearing in g(x)i are given by
3f f(x)i+l-f(x)i_ 1
4.8 Treatment of Finite Rate Chemistry
The treatment of afterburning in the mixing layer associated with ex-
hausts containing unburnt fuel is provided for in the BOATAB code. BOATAB
is formally identical to BOATAC with the addition of chemical kinetic capa-
bilities. The reaction mechanism and rate coefficients* incorporated in
BOATAB are listed below:
*The rate coefficient is defined as kf = AT -N exp(E/RT) o
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Reaction A N E
(i) H + OH + M = H20 + M I.E-25 2.0 O.
(2) O + H + M = OH + M 3.E-32 O. O.
(3) O + O + M = 02 + M 5.E-30 i. -340.
(4) H + H + M = H 2 + M 5.E-30 i. 0.
(5) CO + O + M = CO 2 + M I.E-32 O. -4000.
(6) OH + H = H 2 + O 1.4E-14 -!. -7000.
(7) OH + O = H + 02 4.E-If 0. O.
(8) OH + H 2 = H20 + H I.E-17 -2° -2900.
(9) OH + OH = H20 + O I.E-II Oo -ii00.
(i0) OH + CO = CO 2 + H I.IE-19 -2. 1600.
(ii) CH 4 + OH = CH 3 + H20 5.E-If 0. -5000.
(12) CH 3 + 02 = CO + OH + H 2 5.E-IO 0. -5000.
The reaction mechanism comprises what has become a standard set of chemical
reactions for the combustion of CO and H 2 (reactions i to i0) in rocket ex-
haust plumes, 26 plus, a two-step global oxidation mechanism for CH 4. The
latter is made up of the predominant rate-controlling initial attack step in
CH 4 flames, 27 followed by a rapid conversion of the resultant CH 3 interme-
diate to CO and H 2. A detailed study establishing the validity of this two-
step global mechanism has not been performed. Modifications to the program
to include additional reactions (up to 40) and/or species (up to 25) in-
volves a simple extension of present data blocks.
The implicit treatment and linearization of the chemical source term
in the species continuity equation is described in Ref. 6. Via this impli-
cit treatment, no "formal" stability limitation on the integration step is
imposed by the chemistry. The basic marching step is then limited by stan-
dard parabolic stability considerations associated with the explicit formu-
lation (see Ref. 6). However, in regions of rapid chemistry, a control on
the allowable temperature change per integration step is used to insure
accuracy. In the original BOAT formulation, the step size employed in this
controlling process was arrived at by successive halving of the standard step
size. This proved to be quite inefficient since the halving process was per-
formed at each integration step starting from the stability dictated parabo-
lic step-size (i.e., no cognizance was taken of the step-size reduction re-
quired in the previous integration step). Included in BOATAB is a new
approach for controlling the step-size in regions of rapid chemistry, de-
veloped under the JANNAF Rocket Plume Standardization effort. Applications
of this new chemistry step-size control have decreased overall run times
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by more than a factor of 2 for rocket plumecalculations involving rapid
chemistry. A brief description of this newapproach is as follows:
(i) Themaximumpermissible temperature changein
an integration step, TCONT,is specified.
(2) Control factors FDLand DFDLare initialized
with values of i.
(3) The equations are integrated employing the inte-
gration step
AX= FDL*AXpar
where AXpar is the step size dictated by stability
requirements.
(4) The temperature change, AT, is determined along the
streamline whosevalue of temperature is maximum.
(5) The following test is performed:
If (AT/TCONT)_I,FDL= FDL/2 and Steps (3) - (5) are
repeated.
If (AT/TCONT)Jl,the integration is complete and FDL
is not changed.
(6) DFDLis determined by the relation
DFDL= INT (TCONT/AT)
(whereINT denotes an integerizing process) and
FDLfor the next integration step is given by
FDL= FDL* DFDL
subject to the constraint that FDL< I.
This procedure determines the maximumpermissible integration step that
yields temperature changesless than that prescribed. Thestep is monitored
continuously and is increased whenthe chemistry slows downand decreased
whenthe chemistry speedsup. Decreasesalways occur via halving FDLfrom
the value that "worked" in the previous integration step. Increases are
abrupt with a rapid adjustment provided by the DFDLfactor. For example,
whenfirst entering a region of rapid chemistry, several step-size reduc-
tions maybe necessary to arrive at the appropriate FDLfactor. In the next
few steps, FDLmayrequire somefurther halving until an appropriate level is
established. This value of FDLwill then generally suffice throughout the
region of rapid chemistry (subject to possible small modifications associated
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with waveeffects -- i.e., chemistry speeding up in regions of compression
and slowing downin expansive regions). As the chemistry slows down, DFDL
serves to boost FDLtowards unity until temperature changesdue to chemistry
no longer control the integration step.
4.9 Initialization Options
Theuser has the option of stipulating an initial profile or using
built in initialization options. Thebuilt in options provide for a shear
layer profile, a boundary layer profile, or a separated flow profile at the
point of reattachment.
In the user specified initialization option, the user inputs the dis-
tribution of u(r), T(r) and _i(r) at an arbitrary x station. If no informa-
tion is available regarding inital turbulence levels, the turbulent viscos-
ity will be determined using the extendedmixing length (ML) model. Note,
however, that for complexdistributions containing more than 2 velocity maxi-
maor minima, an extension of the dual length scale procedure presently in-
cluded will be required (see Ref. 6). In the ke option, the distribution of
k(r) and g(r) is determined from the MLviscosity distribution, _t(r) via the
relations (see Ref. 6)
Pt (r) I _u/$r [
k(r) = .3 p(r)
(46)
and
g(r) = •09p(r)k2 (r) (47)
_t (r)
If the k(r) profile is known at the initial station, _(r) is determined via
an inversion of Equation (46) and g(r) again from Equation (47).
In the shear layer initialization option, profiles of the form
u-u I H-H 1 Fi-Fil
- = = 3n 2 (i - 2) (48)
u2-u I H2-H ! Fi2-Fi I
are distributed across the shear layer (0inJl) where n = (r-rl)/(r2-rl)" The
shear layer width, r2-r I, is estimated by
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(Ul-U 2)
r2-r I = .27 x (49)
(Ul+U 2)
and centered about the plume interface, r (x) at the initial station x.
Properties at 1 and 2 are determined fromCthe inviscid maps.
In the boundary layer initialization option, velocity profiles of the
form 12
u(r) = (_)i/nl, 2 (50)
Ul,2 1,2
are employed where n = J r-r J and the boundary layer thicknesses, 61, 2c
and exponents, nl, 2 are specified. Temperature profiles are determined
assuming HI, 2 to be constant:
i](71_ 2_i) 2T(r) = i+ 2 i - u(r)TI, 2 2 MI,2 \Ul, 2 (51)
In the separated flow initialization option, a reattachment velocity
profile of the form 13
---U---u= 2 (_n)3/2 - (____)3 (52)
Ul,2 1,2 1,2
is employed where the thickness 61, 2 are specified.
are determined employing Equation (51).
The temperature profiles
4.10 Effective Plume Geometry
In the performance of an overlaid BOAT calculation, the asymptotic
normal velocity variation, Ve(X) = v(_2(x)) , is determined via inversion of
Equation (33b). This velocity variation is used to determine the "effective"
plume boundary, reff(x), displaced from the inviscid plume interface r (x)
c
by the mixing induced displacement thichness, 6*(x). This displacement is
generally called the jet entrainment effect.
A mass balance from the jet axis to re, the outer shear layer boundary
(see Fig. ii) yields
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0eUe[ +r2]cc
r r
=_O c0JUJdr2 +/e 0eUedr2
r
r c
e
-_o 0udr2
(53)
where u(r,x) = Uj(r,x) for r = 0 to r I. Taking d/dx of Equation (53) (noting
that the ist r.h.s, integral is a constant proportional to the mass flux in
the inviscid exhaust and assuming the radial variation of OeU e to be negli-
gible) yields
dr 2 r 2 d d r_)OeUe _x eff + eff d-_ (OeUe) = _x (0eUe
dr
e d (_)20eUere dx dx
where ref f = rc + 6* and the third integral on the r.h.s, of Equation (53)
has been transformed employing Equation (33a). Making use of Equation (33b),
one obtains the following differential equation for reff(x):
d r 2 + (r2r_ - r_)d-_ eff err
dlnOeU e v e
= 2r -- (54)
dx e U
e
The boundary comprised of the nozzle afterbody displaced by the boundary
layer displacement thickness, and, the effective plume geometry, reff(x) ,
is employed to determine the external flow pressure field. The iterative
sequence involved in revising the inviscid plume shape (using SCIPAC) and
revising the entrainment effect (using BOATAC or AB overlaid on the SCIPAC
and external inviscid flow maps) is detailed in Refs. i and 2.
4.11 Calculations
Versions of the BOAT codes have been employed to perform a broad spec-
trum of calculations for plume related flowfields. A summary of constant
pressure, free mixing calculations performed is provided in Table I. Appli-
cations of the BOAT code in the overlaid mode, in the patched NASA/LRC sys-
tem, have been reported in Refs. i, 2, 6, 8, and 9. These calculations
present system results for cold air jets at various pressure ratios for ex-
ternal Mach numbers of 0.4 and 0.8, and, additional calculations for hot
jets with and without afterburning. Overlaid calculations for afterburning
rocket plumes (employing BOAT and SCIPPY) have been reported in Refs. 28 and
31
29. The present versions of BOAT(BOATACand AB) will provide comparable
results to those reported in a substantially moreefficient mannerby vir-
tue of the modifications reported herein.
5. CODE/SUBROUTINEDESCRIPTIONS
5.1 SCIPAC
A subroutine flow chart for SCIPACis depicted in Fig. 13. Themain
driver is PY and the overall code is divided into two sections; an initiali-
zation section controlled by IN and an integration section controlled by CT.
The user specifies nozzle exit conditions, the pressure distribution along
the plumeinterface and file names. SCIPACperforms the underexpansionin-
teraction at the lip and fills the vector arrays E, F, and Gat IMAXgrid
points evenly spacedbetweenthe axis and plume interface, after stepping
out a small axial distance from the exit plane to provide somegrid defini-
tion of the flow in the lip region. The user has the choice of selecting
a perfect or real gas option and an Abbett or Sting Machdisc procedure.
In the integration loop, the marching step is determined and a predic-
tor/corrector procedure is employedsolving the lower and upper boundary
points first, and then, all interior points. After the sequenceof opera-
tions, at both the predictor and corrector levels, the conservation varia-
bles are decodedand newF and Gvector arrays are constructed. This basic
procedure is supplementedby routines which analyze the flow in the Mach
disc and perform the triple-point calculations. A description of the func-
tions performed by the various subroutines in SCIPACis provided below:
BL: Performs the lower boundarypoint calculation employing
the limiting form of the conservation equations (Equa-
tion 4) at an axis or characteristic procedures (Equa-
tions 19-24) along the Machdisc slipstream or solid
sting. The logical decisions associated with the Mach
disc calculation are performed in this routine.
BU: Performs the upper boundarypoint calculations via
characteristic procedures (Equations 19-24) in con-
junction with a specification of the pressure distri-
bution along the plume interface via a call to EX.
CE: For conical exhausts, CEdetermines properties in the
plume core (between the axis and leading downrunning
characteristics from the nozzle lip), and is used only
in the initialization procedure.
CF: Contains the thermodynamicdata for the six species
N2, 02, C02, H20, CO,and CH4. Calculates the mixture
polynomial coefficients of Equation (I0), the low tem-
perature coefficients of Equation (9), and the mixture
molecular weight
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CT:
DC:
DK:
DX:
EE:
ER:
EX:
FG:
GM*:
HS*:
IN:
IP :
MI):
OT:
PM:
PT:
Provides overall control of the integration portion
of SCIPAC (see the flow chart).
Decodes the conservation variables as described by
Equations (15-18).
Performs an isentropic expansion/compression to am-
bient pressure on an individual streamline basis over
a prescribed length scale starting from the axial
station X = XDK (Section 3.5.7).
Determines the maximum allowable marching step, DX,
satisfying the CFL criterion at all grid points.
Formal characteristic intersections are employed.
Determines the vector array, E, of Equation (i).
Iterative routines used to determine pressure/flow
deflection balance across Mach disc slipstream.
Provides pressure along plume interface.
Determines the vectors arrays, F and G of Equation (i).
Determines the specific heat ratio, y, via Equations
(12) and (13).
Determines the static enthalpy via Equation (ii).
Reads in the required input data and controls the
overall flowfield initialization (see the flow chart)°
Performs the interior point integration via Equa-
tions (14a) and (14b) o
Integrates the I-D equations in the Mach disc stream-
tube (Equations 29a, b, and c).
Output routine.
Determines the initial plume interface angle via a cal-
culation of the lip Prandtl-Meyer expansion so that a
pressure balance with the external flow is achieved.
Determines properties for characteristic calculations°
*Functions
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PY: Main driver routine (see flow chart).
RE: Resetsvariables at the end of an integration step.
RS: Restart routine.
SH: Shockpoint calculation routine. Performs the operations
entailed in Section 3.5.3.
TP: Triple-point routine. Performs the logical decisions in-
volved at the triple-point which include locating the
barrel shock, determining properties behind the Mach
disc and reflected shocks, and deciding if the Machdisc
should be dropped (see Section 3.5).
A description of input required for SCIPACis provided in AppendixI.
5.2 BOATACand BOATAB
The subroutine flow charts for BOATACand BOATABare depicted in Figs.
12 and 13. Thestructure of these codes differs only in the addition of
subroutines $2, CC, SL and EF in BOATAB,which comprise the chemistry pack-
age. Themain driver is M_and the overall code is divided into two sec-
tions; an initialization section controlled by SBand an integration section
controlled by MI. The user specifies an initialization option (or profile)
and several input parameters in SAwhich processes this data and the thermo-
dynamicdata via a call to SD. The formal initialization procedure is con-
trolled by SBwith initial mixing layer profiles generated in IP, turbulence
profiles in KEand inviscid mapprocessing performed in IF.
In the integration loop, M1performs the executive duties and deter-
mines the allowable marching step and subsidiary variables. Theviscosity
distribution is determined in VI, and the pressure variation across the
mixing layer from the inviscid data mapsin II. In BOATAC,the integration
is performed in $3 with edge conditions from the inviscid mapsdetermined
from II. In BOATAB,the chemistry processing is performed in $2 and the
standard integration in $3. Whenthe integration is complete, M2checks the
temperature changein the integration step. If the changeis larger than
TCONT,FDLis halved and the integration is repeated (see Section 4.8). When
the integration step is completed, the computational boundary growth is com-
puted in ENand the profiles are reset in M2over the extendeddomains. The
sequential integration of the effective plumeboundary differential equation
is performed in DS. A more specific description of the tasks performedby
the various subroutines in BOATACand BOATABis provided below:
CC: Determines the chemical reaction rates (see Ref. 6).
DS : Determines the effective plume geometry via integra-
tion of Equation (54).
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EF:
EN:
HX:
IF:
II:
IN:
IP:
KE:
LI:
M_:
MI:
M2:
OT:
SA:
SB:
SD:
SL:
$2:
Calculates the equilibrium constant for determining
the backwardreaction rates (see Ref. 6).
Calculates the computational boundarygrowth as des-
cribed in Section 4.4.
Determines the static enthalpy and specific heat at
constant pressure.
Generatesmappedvector arrays for the inviscid ex-
haust and external flows from the inviscid files
supplied (see Ref. 6 for details).
Extracts information from the mappedvector arrays
created in IP.
Output routine for initial variables and run parameters.
Calculates initial shear layer, boundarylayer or re-
attachment point profiles (see Section 4.9).
Performs the initialization for turbulence parameters(see Section 4.9).
Linear interpolation routine.
Main driver routine (see flow chart)°
Controls integration loop. Also determines stepsize
and auxiliary variables W, p, and r.
Checkstemperature changein integration step and per-
forms grid point redistribution via cubic polynomials(see Section 4.5).
Output routine.
Readsin input data.
Controls the initialization loop.
Contains the thermodynamicdata for the 6 species in
BOATACand the ii species in BOATAB.Performs the mani-
pulation of these data.
Performs the matrix inversion required in the solution
of the species continuity equations (see Ref. 6).
Controls the finite-rate chemistry integration (see Ref. 6).
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$3: Integrates the flowfield equations as discussed inSection 4.7.
TX:
VI :
Performs the iterative inversion of the temperature
from knownvalues of h and Fi.
Calculates the turbulent viscosities employingeither
the MLor kc formulation (Equations (34) or (35)).
A description of input required for BOATACand BOATABis provided in Appen-
dix II.
6. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Computercodes have been described which provide for the viscous/in-
viscid analysis of jet aircraft exhaust plumesvia an overlaid procedure.
SCIPACis an efficient inviscid shock-capturing modelwith real gas capa-
bilities and a fully-automated treatment of the Machdisc region. Two
viscous, turbulent mixing codes, BOATACand BOATAB,have been described
which are optimized versions of the original BOATcode described in Refs.
6 and 7. Thesecodes have been entirely restructured and contain improve-
ments in the integration of the energy equation, the computational boundary
growth formulation, the redistribution of grid points, the chemistry step-
size procedure and the treatment of thermodynamicproperties.
Both SCIPACand BOATAC/ABare integral componentsof the NASA/LRCsys-
tem for predicting nozzle afterbody drag. The description and performance
of this systemhas been reported in Refs. 1 and 2. The formulation of the
overlaid procedure and the effective plumeboundaryconcept for predicting
the effect of jet entrainment on afterbody drag have been reported in Refs.
6, 8, and 9. Sensitivities of afterbody drag to such parametersas : tur-
bulence model formulation, pressure gradient variations in the mixing layer
and initial conditions have been reported in Refs. 6, 8, and 9. An exten-
sion of such studies has been reported in Refs. 1 and 2.
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APPENDIXI
INPUTINSTRUCTIONSFORSCIPAC
Column
1-8
(8AI)
9-16
(8AI)
1-5
(I5)
6-10
(I5)
11-15
(I5)
16-20
(_5)
21-25
(15)
26-30
(15)
31-35
(15)
36-40
(I5)
1-16
(2A8)
i-i0
(EIO. O)
Fortran Name
FILENM
FILENN
IREAD
IMAX
1FLOW
ICHEM
1BL
IBU
IEXT
INT
BTFILE
XSTART
Card i
First Mach disc scratch file
2nd Mach disc scratch file
Card 2
Number of input data points (use 2 for
uniform or conical flow)
Number of grid points for run (max. of
81)
= 1 for cylindrical coordinates
= 0 for perfect gas
= i for real gas
Lower boundary indicator
= -i for axis or plane of symmetry
Upper boundary indicator
= 1 for specified pressure
Number of pressure data stations. For
constant pressure external boundary,
set IEXT = 0.
Number of grid intervals in barrel
shock layer initialization. For low
pressure ratios, set INT = 0.
Card 3
Name of file supplied to BOAT code for
overlaid mixing calculation (leave
blank if no file is to be created).
Card 4
Starting value of XM (units arbitrary,
RJ converts to feet)
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Column
11-20(El0.0)
12-30
(El0.0)
31-40
(EIO.O)
41-50
(E10.O)
51-60
(El0.0)
61-70
(El0.0)
71-80
(El0.0)
i-i0
(El0.0)
11-20
(El0.O)
21-30
(EIO.0)
31-40
(El0.0)
41-50
(El0.0)
51-60
(El0.0
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Fortran Name
XSTOP
DXPRNT
XCHNG
XP RNEW
RX
DRX
XDK
WMIX
GAMJ
PINF
RJ
XMD
EMXILN
Card 4 (Continued)
Final value of XM (units arbitrary)
Initial print interval (units arbi-
trary)
XM for change in print interval (units
arbitrary)
Next print interval (units arbitrary)
Step size multiplier (set = i, unless
step size reduction required initially)
At each step, RX = RX + DRX until RX
= .9
XM station at which SCIPDK is called
(units arbitrary)
Card 5
Mixture molecular weight (not needed
if ICHEM = I)
Mixture specific heat ratio (not needed
if ICHEM = I)
Ambient pressure (atm)
Scaling parameter. Values of XM and
XN output on BTFILE are multiplied by
RJ to convert them to feet.
Mach disc parameter
= -i for sting option
= 0 for Abbett option with first
Mach disc location selected
internally
= XM for Abbett option initiated
by first guess for Mach disc
location at XM
Mach number at vhich parabola is in-
serted (see Sect. 3.5.4); set = .7
*The next card is required only if ICHEM= i.
Column Fortran Name Card 6*
i-i0 ALP(1)
(EI0.O)
Mole fraction N 2
11-20 ALP (2)
(El0.0)
Mole fraction 02
21-30 ALP(3)
(El0.0)
Mole fraction CO 2
31-40 ALP(4)
(EI0.O)
Mole fraction H20
41-50 ALP(5)
(El0.0)
Mole fraction CO
51-60 ALP(6)
(EIO.0)
Mole fraction CH 4
Card 7.1
1-10 XN(I)
(El0.0)
XN of ist grid point (units arbitrary,
RJ converts to feet)
11-20 U(1)
(El0.0)
Velocity component in XM direction (ft/
sec) at ist point
21-30 V(1)
(El0.0)
Velocity component in XN direction (ft/
sec) at Ist point
31-40 P(1)
(EIO. 0)
Pressure (atm) at Ist point
41-50 T(1)
(EIO.O)
Temperature (°K) at ist point
On cards 8.2, 8.3 - 8.1READ, repeat above for 2nd, 3rd, --, IREAD grid points.
Prescribed Pressure Data: **The next set of cards is required only if IBU =
i and the pressure along the plume interface is variable.
Card 8.1"*
i-i0 XEXT(1) XM at ist pressure data station
(El0.0)
11-20 PEXT(1) Pressure (arm) at ist pressure data
(El0.0) station
On cards 9.2, 9°3 - 9.1EXT, repeat above for 2nd, 3rd, -- IEXT station°
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APPENDIXII
INPUTINSTRUCTIONSFORBOATAC/AB
Column
1-72
1-5
(I5)
6-10
(I5)
11-15
(I5)
16-20
(I5)
21-25
(i5)
26-30
(i5)
Fortran Name Card 1
TITLE(l)
MPSI
NMPSI
IDELP
IPRESS
IVIS
IMAXJ
Job Identification
Card 2
Number of radial data points in user
specified initial profile (IDELP = i),
number of points for run in other ini-
tialization options (maximum of 50)
Number of points for run if initial
profile is user specified (maximum
of 50), for other options set NMPSI =
_SI
Indicator for specifying initial radial
profiles
= O, shear layer profile calculated
internally
= i, user specified profile
= -i, boundary layer profiles calcu-
lated internally
= -2, reattachment profiles calcu-
lated internally
Inviscid structure indicator
= O, constant pressure mixing
= i, jet map file is read*
= 2, jet and external map files are
read
Viscosity model indicator
= 0, Prandtl mixing length model
= -i, kcl two equation turbulence
model
= -2, kE2 two equation turbulence
model
Number of axial stations input for jet
exhaust inviscid data map (maximum of
50)
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Column Fortran Name Card 2 (Continued)
31-35 KMAXJ
(I5)
Number of mapped radial stations de-
sired in jet map (maximum of 25)
36-40 IMAXE
(i5)
Number of axial stations input for ex-
ternal flow inviscid data map (maximum
of 50)
41-45 KMAXE
(I5)
Number of mapped radial stations de-
sired in external flow map (maximum of
25)
46-50 IMTAU Turbulence initialization indicator
(I5)
= 0, k profile calculated internally
= i, k profile input
*If only jet map file is read, external flow map properties are determined
by isentropic expansion to local plume interface pressure and are assumed
uniform in the radial direction.
Card 3
1-8 FILE.DAT
(AS)
11-20 UEDGE
(El0.3)
21-30 TEDGE
(El0.3)
Name of jet file generated by SCIPPY
(if IPRESS = 0, leave blank)
Velocity of external stream (needed if
IPRESS = i)
Temperature of external stream (needed
if IPRESS = i)
Card 4
i-i0
(El0.3)
Initial axial station (ft) (cannot be
0 for IDELP = 0)
11-20
(El0.3)
RJ Nozzle exit radius (ft)
21-30
(El0.3)
XMAX Total length of run (ft)
31-40
(El0.3)
PRNT Print interval (ft)
41-50 XCHANG
(El0.3)
Change printer interval at this axial
location (ft)
51-60
(EIO. 3)
PRNTXC New print interval (ft)
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Column Fortran Name Card 4 (Continued)
61-70
(E10.3)
i-i0
(EIO. 3)
11-20
(El0.3)
21-30
(EIO. 3)
31-40
(EIO. 3)
i-i0
(EIO. 3)
11-20
(ElO.3)
21-30
(El0.3)
31-40
(ElO. 3)
41-50
(mlOo 3)
i-i0
(El0.3)
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FDL
XLE
SIGMA
TCONT
TKINET
P
U(1)
U(MPSl)
T(1)
T(MPSI)
FFF
Multiplies program calculated step
size, Ax, in order to reduce step
size. Useful in initial regions with
steep gradients (e.g., initial boun-
dary layers), typical value for ini-
tial boundary layers, FDL = 0.2, to
suppress oscillations. For smooth
initial profiles set FDL = 1.0.
Card 5
Turbulent Lewis number (must set = i.)
Turbulent Prandtl number
Maximum allowable temperature change
permitted in an integration step (°K),
typically, 5 ° _< TCONT _< 10°K (default
= 400°/NMPSI)
Chemical kinetics cut-off temperature -
chemistry assumed frozen below this
value. (If TKINET = 0, the default
value of 400°K will be used)
Card 6
Ambient pressure (atm)
Jet velocity (ft/sec) (only required
if IPRESS = 0)
External flow velocity (ft/sec)(only
required if IPRESS = 0)
Jet exhaust temperature (°K) (only re-
quired if IPRESS = 0)
External stream temperature (°K) (only
required if IPRESS = O)
Card 7
Ratio of %/_ in Prandtl mixing length
model in nearfield shear layer region,
use FF = .065, must also be input for
ks models initialization procedure
Column Fortran Name Card 7 (Continued)
11-20 GGG
(El0.3)
21-30
(El0.3)
PSID
Ratio of _/6 in mixing length model in
fully developed region, use GGG = .08
Input PSID = 1.0 if "effective" plume
boundary is to be calculated. Can
only be used if IPRESS = 2, PSID must
be set = 0 if IPRESS = 0
31-40 DELJ
(EIO. 3)
Jet side boundary layer thickness*
41-50
(El0.3)
DELE External side boundary layer thickness*
51-60 USTJ
(El0.3)
Exponent in jet side boundary layer
profile*
61-70 USTE Exponent in external side boundary
(ElO.3) layer profile*
*If IDELP = -i (Standard BL option)
U/Uedg e = (y/6) I/u where _ = DELJ or DELE and n = I/USTJ or I/USTE
If IDELP = -2 (reattachment profile option)
U/Uedg e = 2(y/_) 3/2 - (y/6) 3 where 6 = DELJ or DELE
**Cards 8 and 9 are required only if IDELP _< 0 (i.e., they are not required
for a user specified profile).
Card 8**
i-i0 ALPHA(l, I)
(El0.3)
Mole fraction of N 2 on jet side
11-20 ALPHA(2,1)
(El0.3)
Mole fraction of 02 on jet side
21-30 ALPHA(3,1)
(El0.3)
Mole fraction of CO 2 on jet side
31-40 ALPHA(4,1)
(E10.3)
Mole fraction of H20 on jet side
41-50 ALPHA(5,1)
(El0.3)
Mole fraction of CO on jet side
51-60 ALPHA(6,1)
(EIO.3)
Mole fraction of CH 4 on jet side
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Column Fortran Name
For BOATAB onlvp
61-70
(El0.3)
continue as follows:
ALPHA(7, i)
71-80 ALPHA(8,1)
(El0.3)
i-i0 ALPHA(9,1)
(El0.3)
21-30 ALPHA(IO,1)
(EIO.3)
31-40 ALPHA(II,I)
(El0.3)
i-i0 ALPHA(I,MPSI)
(El0.3)
11-20 ALPHA(2,MPSI)
(EIO.3)
21-30 ALPHA(3,MPSI)
(EIO. 3)
31-40 ALPHA(4,MPSI)
(El0.3)
41-50 ALPHA(5,MPSI)
(EIO.3)
51-60 ALPHA(6,MPSI)
(El0.3)
For BOATAB only_ continue as follows:
61-70 ALPHA(7,MPSI)
(EIO.3)
71-80 ALPHA(8,MPSI)
(El0°3)
Card 8 (Continued)
Mole fraction of CH 3 on jet side
Mole fraction of OH on jet side
Card 8.1
Mole fraction of H 2 on jet side
Mole fraction of H on jet side
Mole fraction of 0 on jet side
Card 9**
Mole fraction of N 2 on ext. side
Mole fraction of 02 on ext. side
Mole fraction of CO 2 on ext. side
Mole fraction of H20 on ext. side
Mole fraction of CO on ext. side
Mole fraction of CH 4 on eXto side
Mole fraction of CH 3 on ext. side
Mole fraction of OH on ext. side
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Column Fortran Name Card 9.1
I-i0 ALPHA(9,MPSI)
(E10.3)
Mole fraction of H 2 on ext. side
11-20 ALPHA (10,MPSI)
(El0.3)
Mole fraction of H on ext. side
21-30 ALPHA(II,MPSI)
(El0.3)
Mole fraction of 0 on ext. side
***Cards 10-14 are required only if IDELP = I (i.e., for user specified
initial profiles).
Card i0"**
i-i0 RIN(1)
(El0.3)
Nondimensional radial location (r/RJ)
of first grid point out of _SI user
specified points. This point can be
the lower edge of a shear layer. Do
not input RIN(1) = 0 for axis, start
with RIN(1) = .01
11-20 RIN(2)
(El0.3)
Radial location of 2nd grid point, etc.
Continue with a total of eight values
per card
Card ii***
i-I0 T(1)
(El0.3)
Temperature of first grid point (K)
11-20 T(2)
(EIO.3)
Temperature of 2nd grid point (K),
etco, eight values per card
Card 12"**
1-10 u(1)
(EIO.3)
Velocity at first grid point (ft/sec)
11-20 U(2)
(El0.3)
Velocity at 2nd grid point (ft/sec),
etc., eight values per card
***Card 13 is required only when IVlS < 0 and IMTAU = i (i.e., when a TKE
option is selected with a user specified initial turbulent kinetic energy
profile)
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Column Fortran Name Card 13"**
1-10 XK(1)
(El0.3)
Turbulent kinetic energy at first grid
point (ft2/sec 2)
11-20 XK(2)
(El0.3)
Turbulent kinetic energy at 2nd grid
point (ft2/sec2), etc., eight values
per card
Card 14"**
i-I0 ALPHA(I,I)
(El0.3)
Mole fraction of N 2 at first grid
point
i I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
51-60 ALPHA (6, i)
(El0.3)
Mole fraction of CH 4 at first grid
point
(Continue for species 7-11 as per Card 8 in running BOATAB).
Card 14.1
i-i0 ALPHA(I,2)
(El0.3)
Mole fraction of N 2 at 2nd grid point
Continue to Card 14.MPSI in analogous
fashion
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Case Description
i) 2D incompressible shear layers
with variable velocity ratios
2) 2D compressible shear layers
3) 2D incompressible shear layers
with initial boundary layers
4) Axisyrmnetric jet into still air
(Mj _ .6)
5) Axisyn_metric jet into still air
(low speed jet)
6) Axisymmetric jet into still air
(Mj = 2.22)
7) -ixisyn_netric jet into moving
stream (Mj/M E = .10/.03)
8) Hydrogen jet into moving stream
(Mj/M E = .89/1.32
9) H2/air diffusion flame
i0) Reacting hydrogen jet into moving
stream (Mj/M E = 2.0/1.9)
ii) Afterburning plume from 227 kg
thrust amine-fueled rocket motor
(MjIM E = 3.512.0)
TABLE 1
Summary of Constant Pressure, Turbulent Shear Flow
Comparisons of BOAT Predictions with Laboratory Data
Data Description
Test Case i of NASA Shear Flow
Conference - (various data)
Test Case 2 of NASA Shear Flow
Conference - (various data)
Test Case 4 of NASA Shear Flow
Conference - Lee and Childs data
Test Case 6 of NASA Shear Flow
Conference - Maestrello and
McDaid data
Test Case 18 of NASA Shear Flow
Conference - Wygnanski and Fiedler
data
Test Case 7 of NASA Shear Flow
Conference - Eggers data
Test Case 9 of NASA Shear Flow
Conference - Forstall and Shapiro
data
Test Case 12 of NASA Shear Flow
Conference - Eggers data
Kent and Bilger data 35
Beach data 36
AEDC data 37
Turbulence Models Used* References
ML; kc2 6, 8, 9, 31
ML; D/G; kc2; ke2, 24, 31
cc
ML; k¢2 6, 8, 9, 31
ML; D/G; kc2 24
ML; D/G; ke2 24, 31
ML; D/G; kE2; kE2, 24, 31
cc
ML; D/G; kE2 6, 8, 9, 24
ML; D/G; kc2, cc 24
D/G; kE2 24
ML; D/G; kc2; ke2, 24
cc
kE2; k_2, cc 24
*ML
D/G
kc2
ke2, cc
- extended mixing length model (Ref. 6)
- Donaldson/Gray eddy viscosity model (Ref. 32)
- two-equation turbulence model (Ref. 33)
- compressibility corrected two-equation turbulence model (Ref. 34)
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(a) Upper boundary point
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(b] Lower boundary point
Figure 3. Characteristic nomenclature at boundary points
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Figure 6. Flowfield schematic of underexpanded hot
air jet and predicted centerline pressure
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